An Agenda
For the Meeting of
The Mesonet Steering Committee

December 11, 1998 — 9:30 AM
Plaza Room B — Sarkeys Energy Center
The University of Oklahoma

I. Welcome and Introductions
   Amy Cameron, new administrator for the Mesonet's financial accounts

II. Approval of Minutes From August 28, 1998

III. The Mesonet's Financial Picture for FY99
   Impact by OK-SAFE (EARTHSTORM & OK-FIRST)
   Revisit the Approved Proposal on User-Fees + Demo of New Services & Web Page
   (Mark Shafer's Role as OCS Data Coordinator)

IV. Computer Issues
   CDs for the ARS (includes soil moisture??)
   Assistance to the ARS (Web Page Design, Transition of the Mesonet's Ingest System to Unix Machines, Web Products and the new HP Servers Supporting the Mesonet, Status of the BUBBA Transition (Complete by 1/1/99??)
   Demo of the Latest on the "Plug-in" Software Trademark of "WxImage" and "Weather Objects"

V. Project Manager's Report + Update on OASIS

VI. External Activities
   Status Report on a Cost/Benefit Study for the Oklahoma Mesonet
   Report on the AMS Ag Meteorology Conference in November 1998
   The Leaf Wetness Sensor — Survey of Data Users
   Several FYIs on NIDS to OSU??
   Front Covers on Two AMS Preprint Volumes in 1999

VIII. Miscellaneous Items
    Update on Gerrit Cuperus
    Formal Journal Manuscripts — Time to Do It! => Authorship/Topic Decisions
    Next Meeting Date — At OSU in March??